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van der Waals states in ozone and their influence on the threshold
spectrum of O 3„X 1A 1…. I. Bound states
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Threshold spectra of several isotopomers of ozone are studied using accurate quantum mechanical
calculations and anab initio potential energy surface. Shallow van der Waals minima in the
dissociation channels, separated from the deep main wells by an 80 cm21 high barrier, are shown to
accommodate long progressions of assignable states. As a result, dense vibrational spectrum of
ozone near dissociation is dominated by van der Waals-type states for all studied isotope
compositions. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1603737#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of highly vibrationally excited molecular eige
states near dissociation threshold is one of the central to
in modern chemical dynamics~see, for example, Refs. 1–3
and references therein!. The reason is that chemical an
physical properties of highly energized molecules differ d
matically from their features near the equilibrium. For e
ample, the familiar normal mode assignment of vibratio
spectra often becomes inappropriate at threshold. Furt
more, new types of vibrational states appear at high energ
They can come into existence as a result of ‘‘bifurcations’’
the existing progressions triggered by sudden changes in
classical phase space.3 Such bifurcations were documente
and analyzed for many triatomic molecules including HC2

HOCl,4 H3
1 ,5 and HOBr.6 Alternatively, new molecular

states can emerge in those regions of the intramolecular
tential, which become accessible only at threshold. Loos
bound orbiting states in nitrogen dioxide, held together
long range electrostatic forces, is a good case in point.7,8 van
der Waals states in ozone, the main subject of the pre
article, furnish another example.

Our interest in threshold spectra of isotopically subs
tuted ozone is stimulated by recent attempts to explain
anomalous isotope effect in this molecule. The effect,
served in the formation of ozone upon O1O2 collisions in
the Earth’s atmosphere,9 is presently under extensiv
experimental10–12 and theoretical13 investigation. At room
temperature, the collision energy of reactants is small (kBT
'200 cm21) and the reaction dynamics is sensitive to t
properties of low-lying metastable rovibrational states~reso-
nances!. In particular, the energy window immediately adj
cent to threshold seems to be of prime importance: Exp
mental studies11 revealed a direct correlation between t
relative formation rate coefficients and the tin
(;22 cm21) differences between the zero point energies

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
sgreben@gwdg.de
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the reactants and products in exchange reactions.
One of the explanations of the observed isotope effec

put forward by Gao and Marcus13 and is based on the statis
tical RRKM theory. It successfully accounts for the me
sured formation rates, yet requires an adjustable ‘‘nonsta
tical’’ correction factor intended to parametrize dynamic
differences between different isotopomers. At the momen
is not clear to which extent the RRKM model is applicable
the largely nonstatistical ozone molecule.14 However, this
theory indicates the key ‘‘coarse grained’’ quantities whi
can control the formation rate at threshold: the density
rovibrational states and the average lifetime of the activa
complex. The dependence of the threshold densities
lifetimes on the isotope constitution deserves a deta
quantum mechanical investigation which goes beyond sta
tical models.

States of ozone near the dissociation threshold rem
little investigated. There are no high resolution spectrosco
measurements in this energy range. In regard to theory,
quantum mechanical studies have been performed rece
using an accurateab initio potential energy surface
~PES!.14,15While Siebertet al.gave a detailed analysis of th
spectrum of16O16O16O in a broad energy range and show
that many vibrational bound states and metastable re
nances in the dissociation continuum are clearly assignab14

they did not specifically consider the energies around dis
ciation threshold. This was done in another study, in wh
Babikov et al.15 employed a slightly modified version o
original PES from Ref. 14 and calculated resonance state
the first 60 cm21 above threshold. They found that the res
nance spectra of16O16O18O and16O18O18O isotopomers are
qualitatively different from the spectrum of16O16O16O; the
former two were significantly more dense than the latter a
consisted of a series of states with large lifetimes, especi
in the narrow energy window of 22 cm21 above threshold.
This energy window corresponds exactly to the difference
zero point energies of oxygen diatoms in the hetero- a
homonuclear dissociation channels. This remarkable find
il:
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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might serve as a basis for a fully quantum mechanical
scription of the isotope effect.16,17However, several essentia
questions have not been addressed in Ref. 15. First and
most, the nature of the additional states at threshold
remains unclear, as well as the physical reasons for the
threshold density of states in isotopically substituted ozo
Answers to these questions are of considerable importanc
defining the role of the extra threshold states in ozone
mation: They allow one to evaluate the probability, wi
which these states can be populated in an O1O2 collision.

This paper is the first in a series of two describing ozo
states at dissociation threshold. Our main result, which
lows from the detailed analysis of the PES and the eig
functions, is that the accumulation of vibrational states
threshold is intimately related to another—extremely int
esting and hitherto not discussed—feature of ozone, nam
the existence of loosely bound van der Waals~vdW! states in
a narrow energy strip of about 150 cm21 around threshold.
This feature is shared by ozone molecules inall isotopic
combinations, including16O16O16O. We first deal with the
bound part of the vdW spectrum. Metastable resonances
mediately above threshold are analyzed in the subseq
publication.18

The key factor leading to the appearance of vdW sta
is the shape of the PES in the asymptotic region. In Fig
the potential energy profile is shown along the minimu
energy path~MEP! in one of the entrance channels. At abo
5.5 bohr, the asymptotic potential has a shallow minim
mainly caused by long range quadrupole–quadrupole
dispersion interactions between O and O2.19 The minimum
lies approximately 210 cm21 below the asymptote, and ye
its depth is significantly smaller: It is controlled by the ba
rier separating the vdW minimum from the main ozone we
which is only 80 cm21 high. Another factor contributing to
the trapping of vibrational states in the vdW minimum is t
coupling between the dissociation coordinate and the

FIG. 1. A cut through the ozone potential along the minimum energy pat
dissociation~solid line!. The distance between the O atom and the cente

mass of the O2 diatom is taken as the dissociation coordinateR̃. Dashed line
shows the lowest adiabatic potential curve in the entrance channel16O
116O18O. The potential along the MEP is shifted vertically so that t
asymptotic values of the two curves coincide.E50 corresponds to the low-
est quantum mechanical threshold.
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dered O2 rotation. This coupling creates a highdynamical
barrier preventing particles in vdW minima from entering t
main wells. One way to show this is to adiabatically separ
the rotation of O2 in the vibrational ground state from th
motion along the dissociation coordinate,20 as is commonly
done in SACM theory.21 The lowest adiabatic potential curv
~Fig. 1!, acting as an effective potential near threshold, ha
pronounced barrier of nearly 140 cm21. Full quantum calcu-
lations, performed for total angular momentumJ50, con-
firm that vibrational vdW states are nested in the minimu
and, to a large extent, remain independent of the state
main wells. As will be shown below, vdW states domina
the spectrum of nonrotating ozone at threshold, regardles
the isotope composition. In particular, they increase
threshold density of states by almost a factor of 10.

Bound and resonance states in shallow vdW mini
have been previously investigated for other molecular s
tems. The best studied, both theoretically and experiment
are vdW complexes.22–24 The main distinction between th
physically bound complexes and O3 is that in ozone the vdW
states are found at the same energies at which bound e
states of chemically bound ozone exist. The role of we
vdW interactions has also been extensively discussed in
context of reactive scattering at low energies. For exam
near-threshold long lived resonance states were recently
culated in the vdW minima in the entrance and exit chann
of the reaction O1HCl→OH1Cl.25 These states were
shown to produce sharp structures in the cumulative reac
probability, at least forJ50. Resonances above vdW minim
were also seen in the benchmark reaction F1H2.26 Finally,
vdW forces were at the heart of explanation of the obser
dynamical isotope effect in the reaction between Cl a
HD.27 The role of vdW states in the oxygen exchange re
tions and the formation of O3 remains to be investigated. I
fact, the present study is the first in which these states
reported and characterized. It is worth mentioning, howev
that the possibility of formation of weakly bound ozone com
plexes was mentioned in Ref. 28 in connection with the o
served anomalous pressure dependence of the falloff cur

Five isotopomers of ozone have been studied at thre
old in the course of preparation of this paper:16O16O16O,
16O16O18O, 16O18O16O, 16O18O18O, and18O16O18O. Two of
them consisting of two16O atoms and one atom18O, i.e.,
16O16O18O and16O18O16O, are selected to be the main illus
trative examples throughout the paper. Properties of o
isotope combinations, also summarized below, are simila

The paper is organized as follows: First, details of t
quantum calculations on the global PES are given in Sec
Vibrational vdW progressions calculated in one isolat
asymptotic channel are then briefly sketched in Sec. III
order to pave the way for a detailed analysis of the thresh
spectra on the global PES presented in Sec. IV. In con
sion, the influence that overall rotation and nonadiabatic
teractions might have on vdW dynamics are discussed
Sec. V.

II. DETAILS OF DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS

Eigenstates of the molecular Hamiltonian for the to
angular momentumJ50 have been calculated in the ener

to
f
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range of 200 cm21 around the quantum mechanical thres
old. In these calculations, the PES of Ref. 14 was emplo
with the modifications as described in Ref. 15. This is
most accurate ozone potential to date, which reproduces
measured eigenenergies within 4 – 5 cm21 ~see Ref. 14! up to
about 85% of the experimental dissociation energy. The P
is constructed from theab initio data14 calculated at the
MRCI level with the Davidson correction (MRCI1Q) using
the quadruple zeta cc-pVQZ basis set of Dunning.29 In the
vicinity of the transition state barrier and in the asympto
vdW region, the potential is further adjusted15 to include the
results of even higher level calculations and extrapolation
the complete basis set limit.20 Topological features of the
PES relevant for this study are specifically addressed in S
IV A.

The Schro¨dinger equation was solved using filter diag
nalization~FD!.30,31 This method is well suited for calculat
ing vibrational states at threshold, where the density of st
is high and the convergence is therefore difficult to achie
with direct diagonalization. FD is performed in two step
First, a~narrow! energy window@Emin , Emax# is preselected
and a basis set$C i%, optimal for this window, is generate

by applying the filtering operator ImĜ1(Ei)5Im(Ei2Ĥ0

2iW)21 onto an initial wave packetx (Emin<Ei<Emax). The
complex absorbing potential iW is set to zero for calculation
of bound states. The filtering is performed by expanding

Green’s functionĜ1(Ei) in terms of~modified! Chebyshev
polynomials.32 In the next step, the Hamiltonian matrix i
the basis$C i% is diagonalized giving the eigenenergies a
the corresponding wave functions. The number of basis fu
tions depends on the number of eigenstates in a given en
window and is usually quite small, of the order of 102. In our
calculations, the threshold region was split into four overla
ping windows ranging in size from 120 cm21 at lower ener-
gies to 40 cm21 at threshold. Between 120 and 190 ba
functions were used in each window. The number of Che
shev terms necessary to produce a convergent represen
of the Green’s function was about 200 000.

Most calculations were performed in Jacobi coordina
as described in Ref. 14. For a molecule in equilibrium,R is
defined as the distance between the central oxygen atom
the center of mass of the two side atoms;r corresponds to
the distance between the two side atoms, andg is the angle
betweenR and r . Ozone has three distinct equilibrium g
ometries, differing in permutations of the oxygen atoms. F
a combination of two16O atoms and one18O, two equilibria
correspond to16O16O18O, while the third one describes th
symmetric molecule16O18O16O. At energies far below
threshold, transitions between different permutations are
ergetically forbidden and the dynamics in each well are
correlated. At threshold, different wells are connec
through the asymptotic vdW minima in the dissociati
channels and, strictly speaking, isomerization between dif
ent permutations can take place~see Ref. 33 and the discus
sion in Sec. IV A below!. It is therefore necessary to consid
all permutations within a single quantum calculation. T
Jacobi coordinates described above cover the whole con
ration space and are suitable for our purposes. However
Downloaded 17 Sep 2003 to 152.77.252.195. Redistribution subject to A
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domain of variation of the two stretching coordinates has
be unusually large to include three main ozone wells as w
as three vdW regions in the asymptotic channels.

The kinetic and potential energy operators were
pressed in the discrete variable representation.34 In the larg-
est calculations, the following grid parameters were adop
0.1a0<R<21.0a0 with 290 potential optimized points35

and 1.3a0<r<23.0a0 with 300 potential optimized points
Only those points were retained in the grid, whose poten
energy was belowVcut51.7 eV (E50 corresponds to an in
finite distance between O and O2 with O2 at equilibrium!.
These grid extensions inR and r ensure that the vibrationa
states in all vdW minima are converged to at lea
1022 cm21. Indeed, as will be shown below, some of the
states lie only 1 cm21 below threshold. This implies that th
bound-state wave functions can penetrate into the classic
forbidden region over the distances of more than 10a0 .

Proper choice of the coordinate system enables on
halve the angular grid and thus noticeably reduce the c
putational effort. For the16O2

18O isotopomer, it is convenien
to place the18O atom in the apex and takeR as a vector
connecting18O with the center of mass of16O2 . The well
located aroundg5p/2 will be that of16O18O16O and isC2v
symmetric. The other two wells, both describing asymme
ozone with18O as a side atom and located atg'p/6 and
g'5p/6, are related to each other through a symme
transformationg→p2g which is equivalent to the permu
tation of the side atoms. As a result, the full Hamiltoni
splits into two blocks, the one which is symmetric with r
spect tog→p2g ~overall parityP511), and another, an
tisymmetric block (P521). For all isotope combinations
considered, this symmetry can be incorporated in the num
cal grid in much the same way as it was recently done
H2O ~Ref. 36; see also Ref. 37 for a general discussion of
symmetry adapted DVR!. The angular coordinate is repre
sented by 75 Gauss–Legendre quadrature points38 in the in-
terval 0<g<p/2 and the kinetic energy matrices in ang
are correspondingly symmetrized to include Legendre po
nomials of either even~for P511) or odd order~for P5
21). Calculations for different parities are performed sep
rately.

Additionally, we investigated the spectra of vdW wel
in a single dissociation channel. These ‘‘restricted’’ calcu
tions help to estimate the expected threshold density of v
states and to classify the states in vibrational progressi
The restricted calculations were performed in Jacobi coo

nates (R̃, r̃ ,g̃) appropriate for the dissociation channel und

consideration. For the16O18O116O channel,R̃ is the dis-
tance between16O and the center of mass of16O18O, r̃ is the
bond length of the diatom andg̃ is the angle between the tw

vectors. The dissociation coordinateR̃ was allowed to vary
between 4.4a0 and 23a0 , with 270 potential optimized
points. For the other two coordinates the grid parame
were as follows: 1.9a0< r̃<3.0a0 with 16 potential opti-
mized points and 0<g̃<p with 100 Gauss–Legendr
points. Only 70 000 Chebyshev iterations were necessar
obtain a fully converged spectrum.

The set of Jacobi coordinates (R̃, r̃ ,g̃) was also used in
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6515J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 van der Waals states in ozone
the global calculations to check the convergence of
eigenstates with respect to grid parameters. These con
gence tests, performed up to energies of 50 cm21 below
threshold, are based on the notion that the converged s
trum must be independent of the coordinate system chose
represent the Hamilton operator. InR̃, 140 potential opti-
mized DVR points were taken in the interval (0.1a0,10a0),
r̃ was represented on an optimized grid of 140 points in
interval (1.3a0,12a0), while g̃ ranged from 0 top and in-
cluded 130 Gauss–Legendre points. Again, the resul
eigenstates belong to eitherP511 or P521 symmetry
blocks, although the DVR basis was not symmetry adap
in these test calculations. The eigenstates were assigne
visual inspection of the three-dimensional wave functio
and compared with their counterparts calculated in ano
coordinate system. For all energy windows, the uncerta
introduced by changing the Jacobi set never excee
0.05 cm21. Closer to threshold~i.e., for energies above
250 cm21) such tests became too time consuming.

III. VAN DER WAALS STATES IN ONE DISSOCIATION
CHANNEL

The asymptotic Ō O2 potential in one arrangemen
channel is sketched in the upper left frame of Fig. 2 in Jac
coordinates (R̃,g̃); the bond lengthr̃ of the diatom is fixed
at the equilibrium distance of 2.28a0 . The potential is plot-
ted only for R̃>4.4 a0 , and the main ozone wells are n
shown. The two minima, symmetric aboutg̃590°, corre-
spond to the two equivalent bent vdW equilibria; they
210 cm21 below the asymptote. The asymptotic part of t
surface has several saddle points. The highest are the ba
at linearity, g̃50° and 180° (150 cm21 with respect to the
vdW minimum!. The saddle atg̃590°, separating the equi
librium vdW geometries, describes a T-shaped transit
state and lies 120 cm21 above minima. The two symmetri
saddle points atR̃'4.5 a0 connecting vdW wells with the
main ozone minima are the lowest: their height is on
80 cm21.

These shallow wells support relatively long vibration
progressions. For all isotope combinations but one, we fo
22 bound vdW states between the minimum and the quan
mechanical threshold; for16O¯

16O16O the number of bound
vdW states is 21. Most of the states~18 out of 22 for
16O¯

16O18O, for example! belong to pure progressions o
either R̃ or g̃. Typical wave functions are illustrated in Fig
2. The properties of the spectrum, e.g., the transition frequ
cies, the assignments, and the energetic order of states
pend only weakly on the isotope composition. Common
all vdW states is their ‘‘two-dimensional’’ character: Excit
tions occur solely inR̃ and g̃, while the almost completely
decoupled high frequency O2 oscillator is in the ground vi-
brational state and plays no role in the dynamics. The
fundamental frequencies are very low,v R̃;40 cm21 and
vg̃;60 cm21, slightly depending on the oxygen masse
Moreover, the modes are strongly anharmonic, especiall
R̃: Already the third pure excitation has a frequency of on
Downloaded 17 Sep 2003 to 152.77.252.195. Redistribution subject to A
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FIG. 2. Examples of wave functions in two vibrational progressions in
vdW well in the arrangement channel16O¯

16O18O calculated on a spatially
restricted grid as described in Sec. II. Shown in Jacobi coordinates (R̃, r̃ ,g̃)

is one particular contoure(R̃, r̃ ,g̃)5uC(R̃, r̃ ,g̃)u25const, with the constant
value being the same in all frames. Theg̃ axis ranges from 5° to 175° and
the R̃ axis ranges from 4.4a0 to 13.1a0 . The plots are viewed alongr̃ , in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the other two axes. Sha
emphasizes the 3D character of the plots. The eigenenergy in each fra
measured with respect to the quantum mechanical threshold for the cha
Vibrational assignments are given in parentheses. The potential in (R̃,g̃)
coordinates withr̃ fixed at 2.28a0 is shown in the upper left frame. The
contour spacing is 5 meV and the lowest energy is225 meV. The dashed
line denotes the contourE50. Potential energy is normalized in such a wa
that E50 corresponds to O21O with O2 at equilibrium.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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25 cm21. This explains the rather large number of states
the vdW minima.

From the third state up, the vdW spectrum lies above
saddle point on the path leading to the main ozone w

Remember that an infinite wall is placed atR̃54.4 a0 in
these calculations, and the wave functions cannot reach
inner part of the potential. In order to check whether they
really localized in the asymptotic region, we first repea
the calculations with the infinite wall slightly shifted inwar

to R̃54.2 a0 . The energies of bound states changed by l
than 0.5 cm21. Compared to the transition frequencies, th
variation is small, which indicates that even above the sad
point the eigenstates in vdW minima are effectively u
coupled from the inner wells. Unrestricted calculations
the global PES~Sec. IV! confirm this conclusion. In the adia

batic approximation, coupling betweenR̃ and g̃ creates a
dynamic barrier between the inner and the outer parts of
potential. The height of this effective hindered rotation b
rier, estimated from the adiabatic curve in Fig. 1,
140 cm21, nearly twice as large as that of the bare potent
It is this barrier, behind which the vdW states are trappe

All bound states in the vdW spectra can be assig
vibrational quantum numbers (nR̃ ,ng̃) ~the third quantum
number,nr̃ , equals zero!. The wave functions, together wit
their assignments, are exemplified in Fig. 2. Since the co
plex 16O¯

16O18O is not symmetric, the amplitudes of eige
states in the left-hand and the right-hand wells are not
actly the same. However, at energies near and above
saddle separating the two wells, the symmetry is almost
stored and eigenstates have either a node or a maximum
g̃590°. We denote the former states with an additional
dex ‘‘2’’ ~antisymmetric!, while the latter states have inde
‘‘ 1’’ ~symmetric!. For truly symmetric complexes, for ex
ample 16O¯

18O18O, this notation becomes exact. The a
signment of states shown in Fig. 2 is rather straightforwa
One counts the number of nodes along the nodal line in
well. Intramode coupling forces the nodes of pure stretch
wave functions~Fig. 2, left column! to substantially deviate
from a straight line. The effect of coupling becomes ev
more pronounced for combination states, not shown in F
2. Their assignment is no longer trivial and should be ba
on the structure of the underlying periodic orbits in the vd
wells. The relation between the classical and quantum
namics in the vdW wells, along with the residual isotop
dependent effects in the vdW spectra, will be analyzed in
forthcoming publication.39 The pure bending mode~Fig. 2,

right column! remains almost unaffected by coupling withR̃
even near threshold. One expects to find such locali
states—in the form of narrow resonances—also ab
threshold.

The low fundamental frequencies and the large anhar
nicities in vdW minima lead to a high density of states. F
ure 3 shows, for16O¯

16O18O, that the vibrational state
tend to accumulate in the vicinity of the quantum mechan
threshold. Similar patterns are observed for all other i
topes. At threshold, the density of vdW states in one arran
ment channel reaches 0.5 per cm21. Extrapolation into the
Downloaded 17 Sep 2003 to 152.77.252.195. Redistribution subject to A
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dissociation continuum predicts even higher values in
first 20 cm21 aboveD0 .

IV. VAN DER WAALS STATES ON THE GLOBAL PES

The threshold spectrum of ozone is more complica
than the pure vdW spectrum described in the previous s
tion. The true spectrum comprises the states localized in
main ozone well and the vdW states in the two dissociat
channels attached to this well. Mixings between the t
types of eigenstates and the possibility of ozone isomer
tion further increase the complexity of the spectrum. We s
the discussion of threshold eigenstates by a short descrip
of the topography of the global PES~Sec. IV A!. The quan-
tum results are then presented in Sec. IV B.

A. Topography of the global PES

The coordinate grid in the quantum calculations cov
the whole configuration space of the molecule, including
three possible conformations and the three dissociation c
nels. Figure 4 illustrates how the various potential wells a
arrangement channels in16O16O18O are connected. Shown i
Fig. 4~a! is a polar plot of the PES in hyperspherical coord
nates~r, x!, as defined in Ref. 40. The second angleu is
fixed at theC2v equilibrium value for O3 . The three main
minima ~traced by thick contour lines! correspond to the
three stable ozone isomers, one with18O in the apex, and the
other two with18O as a side atom~these two are, of course
identical!. Far below threshold, each potential well suppo
an independent spectrum, characteristic of the ozone m
ecule in question and observable by means of high resolu
spectroscopy.41 Near threshold, the main wells are linke
through the shallow vdW double wells~thick contour lines
between the main wells!. In other words, the three differen
oxygen permutations are connected through comm
asymptotic channels.

Two hyperspherical coordinates are insufficient for a
multaneous description of both the inner part of the poten
and the asymptotic region: The third coordinate,u, should
also be allowed to vary. For the purposes of further disc

FIG. 3. Quantum mechanical number of vdW states,N(E), in the arrange-
ment channel16O¯

16O18O below threshold~dots! and the fit according to
the equationN(E)5( i 51

4 ai Ei ~dashed line!. The density of quantum state
r(E)5dN/dE is shown with a solid line. The vertical dotted line marks th
position of the quantum mechanical threshold.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sion one needs only consider a two dimensional schem
representation as shown in Fig. 4~b!. Its inner part, modeling
the hyperspherical plot, is augmented by three asympt
channels, separated from the main wells by regions cont
ing shallow vdW minima. One dissociation channel and
corresponding vdW region are shared by two adjacent m
wells. The metastable cyclic ozone trapped behind a h
potential barrier in the center of the plot is not considered
this paper. The symmetry properties of the diagram in F
4~b! coincide with those of the Hamiltonian in the Jacobi s
(R,r ,g) used in the global calculations. The main symme
element is the planesv crossing the plane of the plot at
right angle along the dashed line. All eigenstates can be c
sified as either symmetric (P511) or antisymmetric (P
521) with respect to reflection insv .

States localized in the main well situated on the mid
line belong to the isomer16O18O16O denoted in Fig. 4~b! as
686. For this isomer, vibrational states with different parit
correspond to either even or odd excitations of the antis

FIG. 4. Topography of the ozone potential.~a! Polar plot of the PES in
hyperspherical coordinates~r,x!. The angleu is fixed at 40°. The maximum
hyperradiusr is 7.0a0 . The lowest contour level is20.2 eV, and the con-
tours are separated by 0.2 eV. The thick line marks the three equiv
ozone minima and the connecting vdW wells. The central minimum, co
sponding to cyclic ozone, is not shown.~b! Schematic representation o
various constituents of the PES for the isotope combination16O, 16O, and
18O. The three stable isomers~main minima! are shown with circles and
labeled 686, 866, and 668. The middle hatched area indicates a high b
separating the main minima and encircling the cyclic structure. Het
nuclear~a! and homonuclear~b! dissociation channels are separated fro
the main minima by vdW regions labeled 6..86 and 8..66. Shading indic
that the quantum thresholds and the vdW vibrational ground states in c
nels a have lower energy than in the channelb. The vertical dashed line
denotes the symmetry axis.
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metric stretch and are nondegenerate.42 The eigenstates o
the isomer16O16O18O in our calculations are delocalize
over the two identical wells labeled 668 and 866. Transitio
between these two wells due to under-barrier tunneling
negligible, so that the eigenstates withP511 andP521
are degenerate. Each symmetry block~for example, P
511) contains the full information on the spectrum
16O16O18O. Since the isomer is nonsymmetric, the wa
function amplitudesin one wellpossess no symmetry.

The same considerations hold for the vdW spectru
The eigenstatesP561 of the complex16O¯

16O18O are
delocalized over the vdW regions in the two heteronucl
channelsa. Eigenstates of different parities are degenerate
the absence of transitions between the channels. One s
metry block is sufficient to describe the whole excitati
spectrum of either of the two vdW complexes. For the co
plex 18O¯

16O16O in the homonuclear channelb, the eigen-
states are nondegenerate. Symmetry blockP511 contains
states with an even number of bending quanta, whileP
521 contains odd bending excitations~cf. assignments in
Sec. III!.

The diagram in Fig. 4~b! shows how the main minima
are connected through vdW regions. For example, the
well is linked to its mirror image 866 through the vdW com
plex 8..66 in the homonuclear channelb, while the two spec-
troscopically different species, 686 and 668, are link
through the complex 6..86 in the heteronuclear channea.
Mixings between the vibrational states in the main wells a
the vdW states imply transitions between the ozone per
tations. We shall see in the next section that at threshold,
degeneracy of theP561 parity blocks in 668 and 886 well
is lifted for some states, thus leading to isomerization.

B. Spectrum of eigenstates

The vibrational states of the isotope combination of tw
oxygen atoms16O and one18O in the last 150 cm21 below
dissociation threshold are summarized in Table I. The w
functions of ‘‘normal’’ ozone are labeled according to th
main well in which they are localized@see Fig. 4~b!#. Accu-
rate vibrational assignment, still possible for some of the
states, is not pursued in this study. As was already discu
in Sec. IV A, the eigenstates of16O16O18O are delocalized
between the two symmetric wells 668 and 866. In the cal
lations, these states appear as doublets with parityP511
and21. Degenerate doublets are shown in Table I as a sin
state with parityP561. If, however, the doublets are spli
each component is shown separately~these states are high
lighted in boldface!.

Our main finding is that vdW states can be unambig
ously detected in the calculations on the global PES. Th
states are also presented in Table I. The notation for th
includes the description of the dissociation channel in wh
the state is located~Greek letter! and the assignment in term
of two quantum numbers, the dissociation modeR̃, and the
bending modeg̃, as described in Sec. III. For exampl
a~0,0! denotes a vibrational ground vdW state in the hete
nuclear channels 6..86@cf. Fig. 4~b!#. Note that vdW states in
channelsa also appear in pairs, degenerate if unperturb
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TABLE I. Vibrational eigenstates of16O16O18O and16O18O16O near dissociation threshold.

E, eVa E2D0 , cm21 Parity Assignmentb Mixingc E, eVa E2D0 , cm21 Parity Assignmentb Mixingc

0.07615 2148.67d 21 686 ¯ 0.08875 247.01 61 866/668 ¯

0.07647 2146.09 61 866/668 ¯ 0.08934 242.27 61 a(1,1)1 ¯

0.07756 2137.29 21 686 ¯ 0.08957 240.43 21 b(0,1)2 ¯

0.07853 2129.45 61 a~0,0!e
¯ 0.08977 238.81 11 686 ¯

0.07860 2128.89 61 a~0,0!f
¯ 0.08993 À37.54 À1 a„1,1…À ¯

0.07893 2126.24 11 686 ¯ 0.09000 À36.94 ¿1 a„1,1…À 686
0.07945 2122.05 21 686 ¯ 0.09018 235.48 11 b(2,0)1 866/668
0.07970 2120.04 61 866/668 ¯ 0.09039 À33.76 À1 866Õ668 b„2,0…À
0.08028 2115.37 11 686 ¯ 0.09058 À32.28 ¿1 866Õ668 ¯

0.08131 2107.02 11 b(0,0)1 ¯ 0.09062 À31.92 À1 a„3,0…¿ 866Õ668; b„2,0…À
0.08134 2106.78 21 b(0,0)2 ¯ 0.09065 À31.68 ¿1 a„3,0…¿ 866Õ668; 686
0.08177 2103.28 11 686 ¯ 0.09066 231.58 21 b(2,0)2 866/668
0.08204 2101.15 61 866/668 ¯ 0.09088 229.86 61 a(0,2)1 ¯

0.08269 295.88 61 866/668 ¯ 0.09108 228.26 61 a(3,0)2 ¯

0.08270 295.81 11 686 ¯ 0.09206 220.31 11 b(1,1)1 ¯

0.08270 295.79 21 686 ¯ 0.09208 220.14 61 a(2,1)1 866/668
0.08369 287.84 61 a(1,0)1 ¯ 0.09237 217.80 61 a(4,0)2Cg 866/668
0.08378 287.13 61 a(1,0)2 ¯ 0.09261 215.90 21 b(1,1)2 866/668
0.08401 285.23 61 866/668 ¯ 0.09266 215.50 61 866/668 ¯

0.08441 281.99 61 866/668 ¯ 0.09279 214.42 61 a(4,0)1 866/668
0.08537 274.26 61 866/668 ¯ 0.09301 212.63 61 a(4,0)2 ¯

0.08573 271.35 61 a(0,1)1 ¯ 0.09309 212.01 11 686 ¯

0.08584 270.48 21 686 ¯ 0.09323 210.86 11 b(3,0)1 ¯

0.08621 267.55 11 686 ¯ 0.09341 29.42 61 a(1,2)1 866/668
0.08632 266.60 11 b(1,0)1 ¯ 0.09376 26.65 21 b(3,0)2 ¯

0.08640 265.96 21 b(1,0)2 ¯ 0.09378 26.46 11 b(0,2)1 ¯

0.08670 263.54 61 a(0,1)2 686 0.09382 26.14 61 a(0,2)2 866/668
0.08708 260.53 21 686 ¯ 0.09388 25.67 61 866/668 a
0.08738 258.10 61 866/668 ¯ 0.09410 23.85 61 a(3,1)1 866/668
0.08768 À55.68 ¿1 a„2,0…¿ ¯ 0.09424 À2.74 À1 a„5,0…¿ 866Õ668; 686
0.08770 À55.47 À1 a„2,0…¿ 686 0.09426 À2.58 ¿1 a„5,0…¿ 866Õ668
0.08790 À53.89 ¿1 a„2,0…À ¯ 0.09444 21.12 61 a(6,0)1 686
0.08792 À53.70 À1 a„2,0…À 686 0.09458 0.03 61 a(5,0)2 866/66
0.08855 248.66 11 b(0,1)1 ¯

aEnergy normalization is such thatE50 corresponds to an infinite separation between O and O2 with the diatom at equilibrium.
bNo vibrational assignments are given for the states localized in the main ozone wells. Instead, labels of the wells are shown, according to the diagin Fig.
4~b!. vdW states are assigned in terms of two quantum numbers as described in Sec. III. Additionally, the channel to which vdW state belongs is
with a Greek letter@see Fig. 4~b!#. For mixed states, the assignment is based on the main component of the wave function.

cFor states delocalized between the main and the vdW wells, this entry indicates the weak component~s! of the wave function.
dEnergy with respect to the quantum mechanical dissociation thresholdD0 (D0 is the energy of a nonrotating O2 diatom in the vibrational ground state!. The
lowest threshold for the isotope combination16O, 16O, 18O is D050.09458 eV.

eThis vdW state in the heteronuclear channela is localized in one minimum of the double well vdW potential.
fThis vdW state in the heteronuclear channela is localized in the second minimum of the double well vdW potential.
gThis vdW state is born in a bifurcation near threshold. Detailed analysis will be given elsewhere~Ref. 39!.
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Only those states for which the degeneracy is lifted
shown as separate entries in Table I.

The first two vdW states in the global spectrum app
130 cm21 below threshold. They belong to the heteronucle
channel 6..86 and represent ground vibrational states in
ther one or the other minimum of the double well vdW p
tential. At slightly higher energy, one finds the first two vd
states in the homonuclear channel 8..66. Up to ab
265 cm21 most of the states belong to the main wel
Closer to threshold, the situation is reversed: vdW states~in
all channels! outnumber ‘‘normal’’ ozone states. In the la
10 cm21 below D0 , the spectrum is almost entirely of th
vdW type.

The data in Table I also demonstrate that the two co
ponents of the overall spectrum, vdW and ‘‘normal,’’ a
largely independent: the mixing between the two classe
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states is weak, especially below240 cm21. Note that only
the ground vdW states in both channels are positioned be
the potential barrier to the main well. All other states
above this barrier and can, in principle, be fully delocalize
They are kept in the vdW region by the coupling betweenR
and g, which leads to a high effective dynamical barrier
the transition state~see Fig. 1!. As in the restricted calcula
tions, pure bending excitations remain localized in the vd
regions up to threshold and even above it.18 Their nodal
structure is identical to the bending progression shown
Fig. 2.

Examples of vdW states,uFu2, in the stretching progres
sion on the global PES are given in Fig. 5 for16O18O16O and
16O16O18O. The states in the left column belong to the hom
nuclear channel 8..66 and are the easiest to display. Du
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6519J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 van der Waals states in ozone
FIG. 5. Wave functions of vdW states~stretching pro-
gression! in ozone. Jacobi coordinates (R,r ,g) are
used. The ranges of variation of the coordinates are
same for all wave functions; they are indicated in th
upper left~for R andg! and upper right~for r ) frames.
As in Fig. 2, one contour of the three-dimensional wa
function is shown. The left column shows vdW states
the homonuclear channel 8..66. These plots are view
along r , in the direction perpendicular to the plane o
the other two axes. In the right column, the states in t
heteronuclear channels 6..86 are depicted in the
three-dimensional representation. See text for more
tails. Eigenenergy in each frame is measured with
spect to the lowest quantum mechanical thresholdD0 .
Vibrational assignments are given in parentheses.
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the chosen set of Jacobi coordinates, they have the s
‘‘two-dimensional’’ appearance as the vdW states in the
stricted calculations shown in Fig. 2. Three of the four sho
states are of purely vdW nature. Note that the vdW sta
remain pure even 6.7 cm21 below the lowest dissociation
threshold. The state (2,0)2 is mixed: it has minor compo
nents~with dense nodal structures! in two wells correspond-
ing to the 866 and 668 molecules@cf. Fig. 4~b!#. This is
probably due to an accidental resonance between the sta
two parts of the configuration space.

The right column of Fig. 5 illustrates vdW states in th
heteronuclear channels 6..86. We selected those states
which the vibrational assignments are the same as for
Downloaded 17 Sep 2003 to 152.77.252.195. Redistribution subject to A
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states in the left column. In the Jacobi coordinates (R,r ,g)
the states in 6..86 channels can be displayed only as f
three-dimensional objects: Dissociation channelsa corre-
spond toR→` andr→` with g approaching either 0 orp.
uFu2 is clearly symmetric with respect tog5p/2. The direc-
tions of nodal lines indicate the directions of the stretch
normal modes in each channel. The states (1,0)2 and (3,0)2
are decoupled from the main wells, while (2,0)2 has a weak
contribution of the isotopomer 686~at g'p/2). The state
which, according to its strongest component, is assigne
(3,0)1 (P521) has the most complicated nodal structu
It is mixed with the states in the 866 and 668 wells and a
contains a clearly visible trace of the vdW stateb(2,0)2
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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from the channel 8..66. ‘‘Multicomponent’’ states will be d
scribed in more detail at the end of this section.

Even in the presence of mixing, the vdW spectrum p
serves its clear identity. This is evidenced by Fig. 6 in wh
the energies of vdW states in the global and the restric
calculations are compared. For most of the states, the di
ence does not exceed 0.5 cm21; the agreement between tw
calculations is especially good for the states in the hom
nuclear channel 8..66. Larger deviations indicate more m
ing with the main wells, but even then the difference rema
to be bounded by only 1.5 cm21, still less than the averag
distance between states in one dissociation thresholdr
'2 cm21; cf. Fig. 3!. For this reason, the energetic order a
the assignments of the vdW states in one particular cha
in the global calculations are identical to those in the
stricted calculations: the global spectrum behaves very m
like a sum of spectra of isolated main wells and three in
pendent dissociation channels. A similar statement is tru
other isotopomers. In16O16O16O, mixings are more pro-
nounced and, consequently, the deviations of the restri
calculations from the global ones are larger. In18O16O18O
and 16O18O18O the mixings are weaker and the agreem
between the restricted and global calculations is better t
in Fig. 6. The localization and the very existence of distin
vdW states depend on the presence of a small barrier
tween the vdW region and the main ozone well. The hei
of this barrier was determined with an accuracy of 5 m
(40 cm21) in a set of extensiveab initio calculations.20

However, the localization is to a large extent dynamical a
being caused by theadiabaticbarrier, is only partly sensitive
to the bare barrier height.

It is obvious from the above discussion, that vdW sta
dramatically modify the vibrational spectrum of ozone. T
energy dependence of the number and the density of s
for the isotopomer16O16O18O is presented in Fig. 7 in the
interval of 1000 cm21 below threshold. According to the dia
gram in Fig. 4~b!, the spectrum of this molecule near thres
old consists of contributions coming from the main well 6
and two vdW regions in the adjacent channelsa andb. Since

FIG. 6. The difference,dE, between the vdW eigenenergies in the glob
and the restricted calculations. Solid and empty circles denote the
states in channels 6..86 and 8..66, respectively. States of both paritiesP5
61, are shown.
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these contributions are almost independent of one ano
one can easily select states, belonging to this isotopomer
of the global spectrum. Shown in Fig. 7 are theP511
states of the wells 668/866,P511 vdW states belonging to
the dissociation channel 6..86, and the vdW states of b
parities,P561, localized in the channel 8..66. Far belo
threshold,43 the number of states grows almost linearly, lea
ing to a constant density of states of about 0.08 1/cm21.
Extrapolation to higher energies predicts the total numbe
states to be around 250. The vdW minima near threshold
about 40 extra states to the expected number. As a result
density sharply rises by nearly one order of magnitude rea
ing the value of 0.7 1/cm21 at D0 .

vdW states dominate the threshold spectra of all oz
isotopomers. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, in which the spec
of the main wells and of the distinguishable vdW regions
the three different isotope combinations are summarized.
states are sorted according to the assignment of the stron
component of the underlying wave function. In each fram
the energy is normalized to thelowestdissociation threshold
for a given isotope set. For asymmetric molecules@like 668/
866 or vdW regions in channelsa in Fig. 4~b!#, states of only
one parity block are shown. For all species in Figs. 8~a!–
8~c!, including the fully symmetric16O16O16O, the main well
supports a sparse vibrational spectrum, while the de
threshold component comes from the vdW states in the
sociation channels. In16O16O16O, three wells and three vdW
regions are equivalent, and it is sufficient to show only o
main and one vdW spectrum@Fig. 8~a!#. A different situation
arises with molecules depicted in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!. For
them, the vdW spectra in the homo- and the heteronuc
channels are shifted with respect to each other. This s
amounts to about 22 cm21 and unambiguously correlate
with DZPE, i.e., the difference between zero-point energ
of O2 fragment diatoms in these channels;DZPE is at the
same time the difference in positions of dissociation thre
olds. For example, the quantum mechanical threshold in

FIG. 7. Quantum mechanical number of states,N(E), of 16O16O18O below
threshold~dots! and the fit according to the equationN(E)5( i 51

6 aiE
i ~solid

line!. The dashed line represents a fit ofN(E) only up to the energy of
2200 cm21 and its extrapolation to higher energies. The density of sta
r(E)5dN/dE is shown with a solid line. The vertical dotted line marks th
position of the quantum mechanical threshold. Arrow indicates the energ
which the first vdW state appears.

W
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FIG. 8. Vibrational spectra near dissociation thresholds for three groups of isotopomers:~a! 16O16O16O; ~b! 16O18O16O and16O16O18O; ~c! 18O16O18O and
16O18O18O. Energy zero in each frame corresponds to the lowest dissociation threshold in the group. In~b! and ~c!, the thresholds for the higher lying
arrangement channels and the differences between the zero point energies of fragments~D ZPE! are also shown. Threshold energies used in this work a
D0(6166)5D0(8166)50.09722 eV;D0(6186)5D0(8168)50.09458 eV;D0(6188)50.09175 eV.
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channel 6..86 is 22 cm21 lower than in the channel 8..66@see
Fig. 8~b!; this difference is also stressed by shading in F
4~b!#. Accordingly, the first vdW state in the channel 6..
appears 22 cm21 below the first vdW state in the chann
8..66. This relative shift by exactlyDZPE is due to the fac
that the O2 stretching mode in the asymptotic channels
almost completely decoupled from the remaining two d
grees of freedom.20

One can surmise that the sequence of vdW states will
abruptly stop atD0 . In particular, those states, that a
trapped in the channel still closed@8..66 in Fig. 8~b!# will
remain essentially bound. For them, dissociation beco
possible onlyDZPE above the lowest threshold—this is t
energy at which ‘‘their’’ channel opens. This observation
at the heart of the physical origin of the dense resona
spectrum observed in Ref. 15 and will be discussed in de
elsewhere.18

In conclusion, we briefly consider the mixing patter
arising between the vdW and the ‘‘normal’’ ozone states. T
simplest to analyze are the wells 866/668 and the disso
tion channelsa: the presence of mixing is unambiguous
indicated by the splitting of the states withP561.

According to the diagram in Fig. 4~b!, splitting of the
P561 states in 866/668 result from the coupling to t
homonuclear channelb. Examples are the two states
233.76 cm21 and 232.28 cm21. About 2 cm21 above
them, at231.58 cm21, a vdW stateb(2,0)2 is located~par-
ity P521). Note that only one component of the 866/6
doublet, the one withP521, can couple to this vdW state
As a result, this symmetry selective coupling leads to
splitting D'1.5 cm21 in the doublet. Mixings imply isomer-
ization between different ozone isotopomers. In the s
doublets, the corresponding lifetime of a wave packet loc
ized in one of the wells is of the order of 2p/D;22 ps.

The splitting mechanism for the vdW states in chann
a is similarly based on symmetry selection. Proper illust
tions are provided by statesa(1,1)2 anda(3,0)1 in Table I.
The interaction between the symmetric channels is medi
Downloaded 17 Sep 2003 to 152.77.252.195. Redistribution subject to A
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by states of the 686 molecule@cf. Fig. 4~b!#. A state 686
(P511) in the vicinity of a(1,1)2 is in a near resonanc
with theP511 component of the vdW doublet thus leadin
to an effective shift in its energy and a doublet splittin
Even more complicated mixing patterns are observed in
calculated wave functions. They simultaneously involve s
eral perturbing states in different main wells and/or chann
@cf. the statea(3,0)1 in Fig. 5#. However, they can be con
sidered as weak perturbations which leave the eigenene
nearly unaffected. This is in accord with the findings of t
experiments at room temperature which predict negligi
isomerization probability during ozone formation.11

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we argued that the threshold spectra of
isotopomers of ozone consist mainly of the van der Wa
states in the two channels adjacent to the main well. State
each channel form vibrational progressions and preserv
large degree of independence from the states in the o
channel and in the main ozone well. In conclusion, we wo
like to briefly discuss the limitations of the present study a
to indicate the ways to refine the model we employed.

The spectrum discussed above is calculated for a no
tating molecule,J50. If ozone is formed in collisions of O
atom with molecular oxygen, as in the atmosphere or in
lab measurements at room temperature,11 the average value
of the total angular momentum in the thermal ensemble
near J520.20 How does the overall rotation influence th
properties of the vdW wells at threshold? In the asympto
channel, the rotation of the molecule can be characteri
with two quantum numbers, total angular momentumJ and
its projection on the body fixeda-axis,Ka . For a givenKa ,
the dissociation threshold liesB0Ka(Ka11) above the low-
est threshold (B051.4 cm21 is the rotational constant of a
free 16O2 diatom!. Because of the large value ofB0 and a
quadratic dependence of the threshold energy onKa , only
Ka'0 states contribute significantly to the spectrum in t
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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vicinity of the first dissociation threshold.20 The impact ofJ
can be estimated using the adiabatic approximation discu
in the Introduction. Shown in Fig. 9 are the lowest adiaba
potential curves for several values ofJ andKa50 calculated
using the Hamilton operator for a rotating molecule with t
Coriolis interaction neglected~see Ref. 20 for details!. All
curves asymptotically converge to the threshold energy
J50 because the centrifugal termJ(J11)/R2 vanishes as
R→`. The centrifugal potential influences the vdW regi
in two ways. First, it increases the height of the adiaba
barrier to the main well; the vdW states in a rotating m
ecule are even less mixed with the ‘‘normal’’ states th
those forJ50. More important, however, is that the rotatio
gradually destroys the vdW well itself; in the adiabatic a
proximation the local minimum disappears betweenJ530
andJ540. Thus, the Hamiltonian supports vdW states o
in a limited range ofJ, and the number of such states in
given Ka block decreases with growingJ. Adiabatic curves
for small KaÞ0 are very similar to those depicted in Fig.
For largeKa;J the vdW wells are again partly restored, b
the price to be paid is a dramatic increase in the thresh
energy which shifts the vdW wells far above the lowest d
sociation threshold. Thus, the significance of the vdW sta
in a rotationally excited ozone diminishes, from the adiaba
viewpoint. Accurate quantum mechanical calculations tes
this conclusion are currently under way.

While rotation apparently destroys the vdW spectru
adjacent electronically excited states might support ad
tional vdW states. Nine electronic states correlate with
lowest dissociation channel O2(X 3Sg

2)1O(3P): three sin-
glet, three triplet, and three quintet states. Potential ene
curves for these states along MEP were recently calculate
Ref. 19. In addition to the ground electronic state, one sin
and two triplet states possess vdW minima capable of s
porting vibrational states. The properties of the vdW sta
are further complicated by the strong spin–orbit coupl
between the multiplets, which is dominated by the inter
tion in the O(3P) and which destroys spin as a good qua
tum number of ozone.19 Spin–orbit interaction splits spin

FIG. 9. The lowest adiabatic potential curves as functions of the Ja

coordinateR̃ in the vdW region for five different total angular momenta:~a!
J50; ~b! J510; ~c! J520; ~d! J530; and~e! J540. The projectionKa on
the body fixed axis is zero.
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multiplets thus increasing the nominal number of electro
states with vdW minima from 4 to 8. The van der Waa
dynamics should be investigated in all these states simu
neously, because the strength of the spin orbit coup
(;150 cm21) is of the order of the depth of the vdW wel
Moreover, spin–orbit coupling shifts the lowest dissociati
threshold 79.6 cm21 downwards, placing it below the thresh
old of the adiabatic ground electronic state considered in
work.19 This implies that some of the bound vdW stat
might turn into resonances if spin–orbit interaction is turn
on. Disentangling the vdW dynamics in a network of coupl
electronic states is one of the challenges in the future stu
of ozone.
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